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L-SERIES AND HOMOMORPHISMS OF NUMBER FIELDS
HARRY SMIT
ABSTRACT. While the zeta function does not determine a number field uniquely, the L-series of
a well-chosen Dirichlet character does. Moreover, isomorphisms between two number fields are
in natural bijection withL-series preserving isomorphisms of l-torsion subgroups of the Dirichlet
character groups. We extend this by showing that homomorphisms between number fields are
in natural bijection with group homomorphisms between l-torsion subgroups of the Dirichlet
character groups abiding a divisibility condition on the L-series when l is sufficiently large.
INTRODUCTION
A number field is not uniquely determined up to isomorphism by its zeta function, i.e. there
exist nonisomorphic number fields with the same number of prime ideals of every norm ([3, p.
671–672]). Even adding the ramification degrees is insufficient, as Komatsu [4] showed that
a number field is not uniquely determined by the the adele ring either. Successful attempts at
adding information so that the underlying number field is uniquely determined have been made.
These additions come in the form of describing the Galois theoretic objects associated to the
primes such as Frobenius elements in the absolute Galois group or a quotient of this group.
One such example is the Neukirch-Uchida theorem ([7, Satz 2] and [8, Ch. XII, §2]): it states
that a number field is uniquely determined by the absolute Galois group. Moreover, the natural
map from the set of isomorphisms between the number fields to the set of outer isomorphisms
between the absolute Galois groups is a bijection [12, Main Thm.]. The proof of Neukirch
and Uchida shows that the decomposition groups inside the absolute Galois groups are mapped
to each other, creating a norm-preserving bijection of primes, along with some information on
the Frobenius elements. Progress has been made in connecting homomorphisms of function
fields with homomorphisms of the absolute Galois groups as well, e.g. of curves defined over
sub-p-adic fields [5]. As a result, homomorphisms of function fields over Q correpond to homo-
morphisms of the absolute Galois groups subject to some conditions [5, Thm. B].
A second way is to add information on the Frobenius elements through Dirichlet L-series.
Positive results have been achieved here as well. For example, for every number field K , even
though the zeta function might not uniquely determine K , there exists a well-chosen Dirichlet
character whose L-series is different from any Dirichlet L-series of any number field not iso-
morphic to K [2, Thm. 10.1]. Moreover, the natural map from isomorphisms between number
fields and L-series preserving isomorphisms between the l-torsion (for prime l) of the Dirichlet
character groups is a bijection [11, Thm. A]. In this article we extend this to include homo-
morphisms of number fields. We prove these are, through the natural map, in bijection with
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homomorphisms between the l-torsion (for sufficiently large prime l) of the Dirichlet character
groups with a divisibility condition on the L-series that we explain below.
The L-series Lpχ, sq can be written as an infinite product of reciprocals of polynomials
Lppχ, T q in T “ p
´s:
Lpχ, sq “
ź
prime number p
Lppχ, p
´sq´1.
A homomorphism of number fields K ãÑ K 1 induces a map ψ from the group qGK of Dirichlet
characters of K to qGK 1 . For a character χ P qGK , the L-series of χ and ψpχq are connected
through the following divisibility property: for any prime number p the polynomial Lppχ, T q
divides Lppψpχ, T qq, see Lemma 4.2. This motivates the following definition:
Definition. Let K,K 1 be number fields and χ P qGK , χ1 P qGK 1 . We say that Lpχ, sq divides
Lpχ1, sq if for every prime number p, Lppχ, T q divides Lppχ
1, T q as polynomials.
Denote by qGK rls the l-torsion subgroup of qGK , and let HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq denote
the set of homomorphisms ψ : qGK rls Ñ qGK 1rls such that Lpχ, sq divides Lpψpχq, sq for every
χ P qGK rls. Our main result is the following.
Theorem A. Let K,K 1 be number fields, and denote their common Galois closure by N . Let
l ą rN : Qs2 be a prime number. Then the natural map
Ω: HompK,K 1q HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq.
is a bijection.
(This map is denoted by Ω1 in later sections.)
One might wonder whether Theorem A holds for characters of small order compared to the
degrees of the number fields involved. This is not the case, as we show in Section 6. Therefore
Theorem A does not make the Main Theorem of [11] obsolete.
For the proof of Theorem A we create an injective map between the prime ideals of the
number field; we show that for any ψ P HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq there exists a map φ from
almost all primes ofK to the primes of K 1 for which
χppqfφppq “ ψpχqpφppqq,
where fφppq is the inertia degree of φppq. This is different than the proof of [11, Thm. A]; we
cannot expect this map φ to be norm-preserving, nor bijective (unlessK andK 1 are isomorphic).
As a result, showing that this results in a homomorphism K Ñ K 1 (see Theorem 5.7) is done
differently than the construction of the isomorphism K Ñ K 1 in the proof of [11, Thm. A]. It
relies heavily on the assumption that l is a large enough prime.
It is unknown to the author whether there exists a bijection between HomL-seriesp qGK , qGK 1q
and HompK,K 1q or not, but Theorem A has the following as an immediate corollary:
Corollary. LetK,K 1 be number fields. Suppose there exists a group homomorphism ψ : qGK ÑqGK 1 such that Lpχ, sq divides Lpψpχq, sq for every character χ P qGK . Then there exists a
homomorphism K Ñ K 1.
Moreover, we give a generalisation of [2, Theorem 10.1], proving that a single L-series can
characterise the number field, even when division is allowed:
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Theorem B. Let K be a number field. For any l ě 3 there exists a character χ P qGK rls
such that if for any number field K 1 and any character χ1 P qGK 1 we have that Lpχ1, sq divides
Lpχ, sq, then K » K 1.
Note that as a corollary the L-series Lpχ, sq and Lpχ1, sq are equal.
A natural follow-up question to this theorem that is not dealt with in this article is obtained
by exchanging the role of χ and χ1: does there exist a character χ P qGK such that whenever
there is a number fieldK 1 and χ1 P qGK 1 such that Lpχ, sq divides Lpχ1, sq, the set HompK,K 1q
is necessarily nonempty?
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the entire paper, we fix an algebraic closure Q of Q. ByK,K 1 and N we denote
number fields, whereN{Q is a Galois extension. We use p for the prime ideals ofK (henceforth
we call prime ideals “primes”), q for the primes of K 1, and P for the primes of N .
The set of primes of a number field K is denoted PK , and we denote the set of primes of
inertia degree one by P
p1q
K . Given a prime p P PK we denote the inertia degree of p by fp.
For a field K , let GK be its absolute Galois group, K
ab be the composite of all its abelian
extensions, and denote by GabK the Galois group of K
ab{K . The dual, denoted qGK , is the group
of all Dirichlet characters (i.e. continuous homomorphisms) GK Ñ C
ˆ. For any prime number
l we denote by qGK rls the subgroup of qGK generated by characters of order l.
Dirichlet characters.
For every Dirichlet character χ P qGK there exists a unique finite cyclic extension Kχ{K of
degree equal to the order of χ such that χ factors through GalpKχ{Kq. Let p be a prime
of K unramified in Kχ{K and let Frobp be the Frobenius element in GalpKχ{Kq. We set
χppq :“ χpFrobpq. If χ has order l, then χppq is an l
th root of unity. If p is a prime of K that
ramifies inKχ{K , we set χppq “ 0.
The L-series of a Dirichlet character. We give a brief defition of the L-series and formally
state the definition of Lppχ, T q and “dividing” L-series.
Definition 1.1. Associated to any Dirichlet character χ P qGK is an L-series Lpχ, sq, defined by
Lpχ, sq “
ź
pPPK
`
1´ χppqp´fps
˘´1
.
Here s denotes a complex variable. Lpχ, sq converges for any s P C with Repsq ą 1.
Definition 1.2. Denote Lppχ, T q :“ 1´ χppqT
fp . We define the local factor at p as
Lppχ, T q :“
ź
pPPK
p|p
Lppχ, T q.
This is a polynomial in T of degree at most rK : Qs.
Definition 1.3. Let K,K 1 be number fields, and let χ P qGK , χ1 P qGK 1 be characters. We say
that Lpχ, sq divides Lpχ1, sq if the polynomial Lppχ, T q divides Lppχ
1, T q.
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Remark 1.4. There seems to be no clear analytic condition equivalent to the condition that
Lpχ, sq divides Lpχ1, sq. For example, in Corollary 6.2 a character χN is constructed such that
ζQpsq divides LpχN , sq. However, ζQpsq has a pole at s “ 1, while LpχN , sq does not.
2. MAIN THEOREM
We create bijections between three sets of homomorphisms:
Definition 2.1.
‚ HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq is the set of homomorphisms ψ : qGK rls Ñ qGK 1rls for which
Lppχ, T q divides Lppψpχq, T q for all rational primes p.
‚ Homδ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq is the set of homomorphisms ψ : qGK rls Ñ qGK 1rls for which
there exists a set S Ď P
p1q
K of (Dirichlet) density one and a map φ : P
p1q
K Ñ PK 1
such that pX Z “ φppq X Z and
ψpχqpφppqq “ χppqfφppq
for any p P S and all χ unramified at p. We say that S and φ are associated to ψ.
‚ HompK,K 1q is the set of field homomorphisms K Ñ K 1.
Theorem 2.2. LetK,K 1 be number fields, letN be the Galois closure ofKK 1 and let l ą rN :
Qs2 be a prime number. There exist injective maps
HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq HomδPp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq
HompK,K 1q
Ω2
Ω3Ω1
such that Ω3 ˝ Ω2 ˝ Ω1 is the identity on HompK,K
1q. As a result, the sets of homomorphisms
are all in bijection.
Remark 2.3. Because the natural map between HompK,K 1q and Homδ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq is a
bijection, for any ψ P Homδ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq there is in fact a map φ : PK Ñ PK 1 (that is,
defined on all primes ofK) such that
ψpχqpφppqq “ χppqfφppq
for any p P PK and all χ unramified at p.
The remainder of the article consists of five sections: Section 3 briefly compares the recently
introduced divisibility condition with other notions for the Dedekind zeta function that arise
naturally from considering arithmetic equivalence. Section 4 concerns some properties of the
restriction map of characters induced from homomorphisms of fields. The results from this
section are applied in Section 5, where the main theorem is proven. In Section 6 we show that
the main theorem does not hold if we remove the lower bound on l. Lastly, in Section 7 we
prove that there exists L-series that cannot be properly divided by other L-series.
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3. COMPARISON OF THE DIVISIBILITY CONDITION
Let K and K 1 be number fields and let N be a Galois extension containing both fields. Let
G “ GalpN{Qq, H “ GalpN{Kq and H 1 “ GalpN{K 1q. The following properties are
equivalent, see [9, Section 1]:
‚ ζKpsq “ ζK 1psq;
‚ |cG XH| “ |cG XH 1| for every conjugacy class cG;
‚ charpolypρpcGqq “ charpolypρ1pcGqq for every conjugacy class cG;
‚ ρ » ρ1.
IfK 1 contains K then H 1 is a subgroup of H and the following properties hold:
(1) ζKpsq divides ζK 1psq;
(2) |cG XH| ě |cG XH 1| for every conjugacy class cG;
(3) charpolypρpcGqq | charpolypρ1pcGqq for every conjugacy class cG;
(4) ρ is a subrepresentation of ρ1.
Note that the first and third property are equivalent, as ζKpsq “ Lp1H , sq, and Lpp1H , T q “
charpolypρpcGqq.
Any of these properties might also occur when H 1 is not a subgroup of H , and one might
wonder whether any implications hold between these properties. Certainly property (4) implies
property (3), as the characteristic polynomial of a representation is the product of the charac-
teristic polynomials of its decomposition. However, none of the other implications hold, as the
following examples show:
‚ (3)œ (4). Let G “ S4, H “ A4, and H
1 “ xp12q, p123qy » S3. The representation ρ
decomposes as the sum of the trivial and the sign representation, whilst ρ1 is the direct
sum of the trivial and the standard representation, which we can check using Frobenius
reciprocity
xχρ1 , χstandardyG “ x1H 1 ,RespχstandardqyH 1 “
1
2
p1 ¨ 3` 1 ¨ ´1q “ 1.
We can also write down all characteristic polynomials:
cG charpolypρpcGqq charpolypρ1pcGqq
pq p1´ T q4 p1´ T q2
p..q p1´ T q2p1´ T 2q p1´ T 2q
p...q p1´ T 2q2 p1´ T q2
p..qp..q p1´ T qp1´ T 3q p1´ T q2
p....q p1´ T 4q p1´ T 2q
Note that charpolypρ1pcGqq divides charpolypρpcGqq for all conjugacy classes cG.
‚ (4) œ (2). Let G “ S4, H “ xp12q, p123qy » S3, and H
1 “ xp12qp34qy » C2.
This triple does not have property (2) because H does not contain any element of the
conjugacy class p..qp..q. The induced representation ρ1 decomposes, as before, into the
direct sum of the trivial representation and the standard representation of S4. However,
ρ also contains the standard representation:
xχρ, χstandardyG “ x1H ,RespχstandardqyH “
1
6
p1 ¨ 3` 3 ¨ 1` 2 ¨ 0q “ 1.
Hence pG,H,H 1q has property (4).
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‚ (2) œ (3). The following counterexample was found using GAP. Let G be the first
nonsplit extension of C24 by D4 (this group has groupID 128, 134), i.e.
G “ xa, b, c, d| a4 “ b4 “ c4 “ 1, d2 “ a´1, ab “ ba, cac´1 “ a´1b, ad “ da,
cbc´1 “ a2b, dbd´1 “ a2b´1, dcd´1 “ a´1c´1y.
Let H “ xb´2, ac2, ad´1c´1y » D4 and H
1 “ xac2, a´1dc´1ay » C2 ˆ C2. Both are
contained in the union of eG, pac2qG, pb2qG, pb3c3dqG, and pa2b3c3dqG, and we have
cG |cG XH| |cG XH 1| charpolypρpcGqq charpolypρ1pcGqq
eG 1 1 p1´ T q16 p1´ T q32
pac2qG 2 1 p1´ T q4p1´ T 2q6 p1´ T q4p1´ T 2q14
pb2qG 1 0 p1´ T q16 p1´ T 2q16
pb3c3dqG 2 2 p1´ T q4p1´ T 2q6 p1´ T q8p1´ T 2q12
pa2b3c3dqG 2 0 p1´ T q4p1´ T 2q6 p1´ T 4q8.
Thus pG,H,H 1q has property (2) but not (3).
4. PROPERTIES OF THE RESTRICTION MAP
An important tool in the proof of the main theorem is the restriction map ι, induced by an
inclusion of fields:
Definition 4.1. Let K,K 1 be number fields for which K Ď K 1. Define ιK,K 1 : qGK Ñ qGK 1 as
the restriction map, i.e. ιK,K 1pχq “ χ
ˇˇ
GK1
.
If a character χ P qGK is associated to the extension Kχ{K , then ιK,K 1pχq is associated to the
extension K 1Kχ{K
1. Moreover, if χ is unramified at a prime p of K , then ιK,K 1 is unramified
at any prime P ofK 1 lying over p, and
χppqfP{fp “ ιK,K 1pχqpPq.
As a result, Lppχ, T q divides LPpψpχq, T q. If χ is ramified at p, then Lppχ, T q “ 1, hence
Lppχ, T q divides LPpιK,K 1pχq, T q as well. As a result, Lppχ, T q divides LPpιK,K 1pχq, T q for
any prime p ofK and any prime P ofK 1 lying over p. This implies the following:
Lemma 4.2. Let K,K 1 be number fields such that K is contained in K 1. Then ιK,K 1 P
HomL-seriesp qGK , qGK 1q. 
We end this section with two lemmas that will be useful in the next section.
Lemma 4.3. For any prime l ą rK 1 : Ks the map ιK,K 1 : qGK rls Ñ qGK 1rls is injective.
Proof. The character ιK,K 1pχq is trivial precisely when Kχ is contained in K
1. However, if χ
is not the trivial character, then rKχ : Ks “ l ą rK
1 : Ks, hence ιK,K 1pχq is not trivial. Thus
ιK,K 1 : qGK rls Ñ qGK 1rls is injective. 
Lemma 4.4. Let K,K 1 and N be number fields such that K,K 1 Ď N and N{Q is Galois. Let
l ą rN : K 1s be a prime number. Assume there exists a map α : qGK rls Ñ qGK 1rls such that
ιK 1,N ˝ α “ ιK,N .
ThenK Ď K 1 and α “ ιK,K 1 .
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Proof. Let p be a prime that is totally split in N{Q, and let q be a prime ofK 1 lying over p. We
show that all primes of N that lie over q lie over the same prime of K .
Denote by P1, . . . ,Pk the primes of N lying over q. Let pi :“ Pi X OK . We argue by
contradiction that all pi are the same prime. Suppose for some i, j we have pi ‰ pj . By the
Grunwald-Wang theorem [1, Ch. X, Thm. 5] there exists a character χ P qGK rls for which
χppiq ‰ χppjq.
Any character in the image of ιK 1,N ˝ α has the same value at all P1, . . . ,Pk, we have
pιK 1,N ˝ αqpχqpPiq “ αpχqpPi X OK 1q
“ αpχqpqq
“ αpχqpPj X OK 1q
“ pιK 1,N ˝ αqpχqpPjq,
whilst
ιK,NpχqpPiq “ χppiq ‰ χppjq “ ιK,NpχqpPjq,
which contradicts ιK 1,N ˝ α “ ιK,N . Hence every Pi lies over the same prime ofK .
Let p a prime that is totally split in N{Q, p a prime of K lying over p and P a prime of N
lying over p. Denote q :“ PX OK 1 , and let σ P GalpN{K
1q. The prime σpPq lies over q as σ
fixes K 1. By the previous argument, σpPq also lies over p. As this holds for any P lying over
p, σ permutes the primes lying over p. Using [11, Lemma 6.6], this implies that σ restricts to an
automorphism ofK . As σ
ˇˇ
K
ppq “ p, from [11, Lemma 6.2] we find that σ is the identity onK ,
hence σ P GalpN{Kq. NowK Ď K 1 follows from GalpN{K 1q Ď GalpN{Kq.
Because K Ď K 1, we have ιK,N “ ιK 1,N ˝ ιK,K 1. As l ą rN : K
1s, Lemma 4.3 states that
the map ιK 1,N is injective, hence we find from ιK 1,N ˝ α “ ιK,N that α “ ιK,K 1 . 
5. PROOFS
The map Ω1.
Any τ P HompK,K 1q produces a field Kτ “ impτq Ď K
1 and an isomorphism τ : K „ÝÑ Kτ .
As a result (see [11, Sec. 6]) we have an induced bijection of primes τ : PK Ñ PKτ and a
group isomorphism ψτ : qGK „ÝÑ qGKτ for which
ψτ pχqpτppqq “ χppq
for every prime p of K and every χ P qGK . It follows that Lpχ, sq “ Lpψτ pχq, sq for every
χ P qGK .
Lemma 5.1. The map Ω1 : HompK,K
1q Ñ HomL-seriesp qGK , qGK 1q given by τ ÞÑ ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ
is well-defined and injective.
Proof. As τ : K Ñ Kτ is an isomorphism, we have Lpχ, sq “ Lpψτ pχq, sq. By Lemma 4.2,
ιKτ ,K 1 P HomL-seriesp
qGKτ , qGK 1q, hence ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ψτ is an element of HomL-seriesp qGK , qGK 1q. To
prove injectivity, suppose that for some σ, τ P HompK,K 1q we have
ιKσ,K 1 ˝ ψσ “ ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ .
Then ιKσ,K 1 ˝ pψσ ˝ ψ
´1
τ q “ ιKτ ,K 1 , hence by Lemma 4.4 we have Kτ Ď K
σ and ψσ ˝ ψ
´1
τ “
ιKτ ,Kσ . AsKτ and K
σ are both conjugates ofK (over Q) we conclude thatKτ “ K
σ and that
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ψσ ˝ ψ
´1
τ “ ιKτ ,Kσ “ id
ˇˇ
Kτ
, hence ψσ “ ψτ . Using [11, Lemma 6.4] we conclude that σ “ τ
as maps K „ÝÑ Kτ , hence also as elements of HompK,K
1q. 
The map Ω2.
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.2. Let l ą rK 1 : Qs be a prime number, and suppose ψ P HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq.
Then ψ P Homδ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq.
Corollary 5.3. The map Ω2 : HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq Ñ HomδPp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq given by
ψ ÞÑ ψ is well-defined and injective.
We first prove a triplet of lemmas, from which the theorem readily follows. Fix a prime
l ą rK 1 : Qs and a homomorphism ψ P HomL-seriesp qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq.
Let PpPK 1q denote the power set of PK 1 and define the map Φ: qGK rls ˆPp1qK Ñ PpPK 1q
as follows: Φpχ, pq is the set of primes q ofK 1 such that qX Z “ pX Z and
ψpχqpqq “ χppqfq .
Lemma 5.4. Fix a prime p P P
p1q
K . The following hold:
(1) If χ P qGK rls is unramified at p, then Φpχ, pq “ Φpχj, pq for any j with pj, lq “ 1.
(2) Suppose q P Φpχ1, pq. Then, provided that χ1 and χ2 are unramified at p,
q P Φpχ2, pq ðñ q P Φpχ1χ2, pq.
Proof. As all characters concerned are unramified at p, the value at p of the product of the
characters equals the product of the values at p of the individual characters.
(1) As ψ is a group homomorphism, ψpχjq “ ψpχqj , hence the result follows from
ψpχqpqq “ χppqfq ðñ ψpχqpqqj “ χppqjfq .
(2) As ψpχ1χ2q “ ψpχ1qψpχ2q we have
ψpχ1χ2qpqq “ ψpχ1qpqqψpχ2qpqq “ χ1ppq
fqψpχ2qpqq,
hence ψpχ1χ2qpqq “ χ1χ2ppq
fq if and only if ψpχ2qpqq “ χ2ppq
fq . 
Lemma 5.5. For any χ P qGK and p P Pp1qK such that χ is unramified at p, the set Φpχ, pq is
non-empty.
Proof. Denote p “ p X Z. As Lppχ, T q | Lppψpχq, T q and Lppχ, T q “ 1 ´ χppqT , the
polynomial Lppψpχq, T q has a zero at T “ χppq
´1.
Hence there is a prime q ofK 1 lying over p such that Lqpψpχq, T q has a zero at T “ χppq
´1.
As
Lqpψpχq, T q “ 1´ ψpχqpqqT
fq ,
we have
ψpχqpqq “ χppqfq ,
and thus q P Φpχ, pq. 
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Lemma 5.6. Let l ą rK 1 : Qs be a prime number. For a fixed p P P
p1q
K the setč
χppq‰0
Φpχ, pq
is non-empty, where the intersection is taken over all characters χ P qGK rls unramified at p.
Proof. As all Φpχ, pq contain only primes lying over pXZ and are therefore finite, it suffices to
show that any finite intersection is non-empty for any choice of characters unramified at p. We
proceed by induction.
Induction hypothesis. Suppose that for a certain n ě 1 and any choice of characters χ1, . . . , χn PqGK rls unramified at p we have that
Φpχ1, pq X Φpχ2, pq X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Φpχn, pq ‰ H.
The case n “ 1 holds by Lemma 5.5.
Induction step. Let χ1, χ2, . . . , χn`1 P qGK rls be characters unramified at p. For any j P N0,
define
Sj :“ Φpχ
j
1
χ2, pq X Φpχ3, pq X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Φpχn`1, pq
By the induction hypothesis, Sj is non-empty for any j P N0. As every Sj consists only of
primes of K 1 lying over p X Z of which there are at most rK 1 : Qs, there exist j, k P N0 such
that j ă k ď rK 1 : Qs for which the intersection Sk X Sj is nonempty. Let q P Sk X Sj ,
then q P Φpχj
1
χ2, pq and q P Φpχ
k
1χ2, pq. We prove that q P Φpχ1, pq X Φpχ2, pq by repeated
application of Lemma 5.4.
As q P Φpχjχ2, pq we have q P Φpχ
´j
1
χ´1
2
, pq and therefore q P Φpχk1χ2χ
´j
1
χ´1
2
, pq “
Φpχk´j
1
, pq. By assumption, l ą rK 1 : Qs ą k ´ j ą 0, thus q P Φpχ1, pq. Furthermore,
q P Φpχ´k
1
, pq, hence it follows from q P Φpχk1χ2, pq that q P Φpχ
k
1χ2χ
´k
1
, pq “ Φpχ2, pq. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Lemma 5.6 shows that for any p P P
p1q
K there is a prime q of K
1 lying
over pX Z such that
ψpχqpqqfq “ χppq
for any χ unramified at p. By setting φppq :“ q we find that ψ P Homδ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq. 
The map Ω3.
Recall that any τ P HompK,K 1q induces an isomorphism ψτ : qGK rls Ñ qGKτ rls. We prove the
following theorem:
Theorem 5.7. Let K,K 1 be number fields and let N be the Galois closure of KK 1. Let l ą
rN : Qs2 be a prime number and let ψ P Homδ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq. Then there exists a τ P
HompK,K 1q such that Kτ Ď K
1, and ψ is of the form ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ .
Remark 5.8. By injectivity of Ω1(Lemma 5.1) there is a unique τ such that ψ “ ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ .
This theorem provides the desired map Ω3:
Corollary 5.9. Let τ be the unique homomorphism such that ψ “ ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ . The map
Ω3 : Hom
δ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq Ñ HompK,K 1q given by ψ ÞÑ τ , is well-defined and injective.
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Proof. Well-definedness follows from Theorem 5.7. Suppose ψ1, ψ2 P Hom
δ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq
have the same image τ . Then
ψ1 “ ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ “ ψ2. 
We first prove Theorem 5.7 in the case where K 1{Q is Galois, and then deduce the general
case.
Lemma 5.10. LetK,K 1 be number fields such thatK Ď K 1 andK 1{Q is Galois. Let l ą rK 1 :
Qs2 be a prime number, let ψ P Homδ
P
p qGK rls, qGK 1rlsq and let S Ď Pp1qK be a set of primes of
K and φ : S Ñ PK 1 be a map of prime ideals associated to ψ (as in Definition 2.1). Then ψ is
of the form ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ , where τ P HompK,K
1q.
Proof. Let S 1 denote the set of primes of K 1 that lie over a prime in S , and let S 1p denote the
primes in S 1 that lie over the rational prime p. Note that tS 1p : p a rational primeu is a partition
of S 1. As for any p P S we have pX Z “ φppq X Z, the image of φ intersects S 1p nontrivially
for every rational prime p.
The set P
p1q
K ´S has density zero, hence P
p1q
K 1 ´S
1 has density zero as well, i.e. S 1 has
density one. Because S 1p has size at most rK
1 : Qs and all primes in S 1p have the same norm p,
the image of φ has density at least 1{rK 1 : Qs. For any σ P GalpK 1{Qq, let
impφqσ “ tφppq : p P P
p1q
K , σ
´1pφppqq | pu.
The group GalpK 1{Qq acts transitively on the primes of K 1 lying over Q, thus for any prime p
ofK there is a σ P GalpK 1{Qq such that σ´1pφppqq | p, hence
ď
σPGalpK 1{Qq
impφqσ “ impφq.
The size of GalpK 1{Qq| equals rK 1 : Qs, hence there is a σ P GalpK 1{Qq for which impφqσ has
density at least 1{rK 1 : Qs times the density of impφq, hence a density of at least 1{rK 1 : Qs2
in the primes of K 1. Fix a σ P GalpK 1{Qq for which this holds, and let χ P qGK rls. For any
φppq P impφqσ such that χ is unramified at p, we have σ
´1pφppqq | p, hence
ψpχqpφppqq “ χppqfφppq “ ιK,K 1pχqpσ
´1pφppqqq “ pψσ ˝ ιK,K 1qpφppqq.
As a result, there is a density 1{rK 1 : Qs2 set of primes of K 1 on which the character pψσ ˝
ιK,K 1qψ
´1pχq has value 1. From the Cˇebotarev density theorem [6, Ch. VII, §13, p. 545] it
follows that pψσ ˝ ιK,K 1qψ
´1pχq can not have order l ą rK 1 : Qs2, hence it is the trivial
character. We conclude that ψ “ ψσ ˝ ιK,K 1 .
Let τ “ σ
ˇˇ
K
. We finish the proof by showing that ψσ ˝ ιK,K 1 “ ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ . Let χ P
qGK rls,
and let q be any prime ofK 1 with fq “ 1 such that χ is unramified at all primes lying over qXZ.
Note that
pψσ ˝ ιK,K 1qpχqpqq “ ιK,K 1pχqpσ
´1pqqq
“ χpσ´1pqq X OKq
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and
pιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ qpχqpqq “ ψτ pχqpq X OKτ q
“ χpτ´1pqX OKτ qq
“ χpσ´1pqq X OKq.
As the primes of inertia degree one form a set of primes of density one and χ is ramified at
only finitely many primes, we can apply the Cˇebotarev density theorem to show that pψσ ˝
ιK,K 1qpχq “ pιKτ ,K 1 ˝ψτ qpχq. As χ was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that ψ “ ψσ ˝ ιK,K 1 “
ιKσ,K 1 ˝ ψτ . 
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Let N be the Galois closure of KK 1 over Q. We claim that ιK 1,N ˝
ψ : qGK Ñ qGN is an element of HomPp qGK rls, qGN rlsq. Indeed, for any p P Pp1qK , any χ
unramified at p, and any P lying over φppq we have
pιK 1,N ˝ ψqpχqpPq “ ψpχqpφppqq
fP{fφppq “ χppqfP .
As l ą rN : Qs2, we know by Lemma 5.10 that there exists a τ P HompK,Nq such that
ιK 1,N ˝ ψ “ ιKτ ,N ˝ ψτ .
By Lemma 4.4 (applied toKτ ,K ,N , and ψ ˝ψ
´1
τ ) we findKτ Ď K
1 and ψ ˝ψ´1τ “ ιKτ ,K 1 ,
i.e. ψ “ ιKτ ,K 1 ˝ ψτ . 
6. COUNTEREXAMPLES FOR SMALL l
The goal of this section is to show that Theorem A does not hold without any restrictions on
l in terms of the degrees of the fields; in particular, we construct an explicit counterexample for
any prime number l ě 5. We use the following setup: let l ě 5 be a prime number and let N{Q
be a Galois extension with Galois group Sl. Take any cyclic subgroup Cl of order l of Sl and let
K “ NCl .
Lemma 6.1. For any rational prime p in N{Q there is a prime p | p of K that is totally split in
N{K .
Proof. Denote the Galois conjugates of K by K “ K1, . . . ,Km. Let p be any prime. For
any prime q in N lying over p, consider the decomposition groups Dq,Ki Ď GalpN{Kiq for
i “ 1, . . . ,m. If any of these decomposition groups is trivial, say Dq,Ki , then q X Ki splits
completely in N{Ki. As K and Ki are isomorphic, there is also a prime p in K that splits
completely in N{K .
If none of the decomposition groups are trivial, then Dq,Ki “ GalpN{Kiq as rN : Kis is
prime. The decomposition group Dq,Q contains every Dq,Ki “ GalpN{Kiq. Any l-cycle in Sl
is contained in one of the GalpN{Kiq, hence Dq,Q contains a subgroup isomorphic to Al. This
implies that Dq,Q is isomorphic to either Al or Sl. However, both Al and Sl are not solvable
(and decomposition groups should be), hence this is a contradiction. 
Let χN P qGK rls be the character associated to the cyclic degree l extension N{K . Any prime
p ofK splits completely in N{K precisely when χN ppq “ 1, hence the following holds:
Corollary 6.2. The character χN has the property that for any rational prime p there exists a
prime p | p ofK such that χN ppq “ 1. 
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For any rational prime p, denote by φppq the prime p lying over p obtained from this corollary.
We show that HompQ,Kq and HomL-seriesp qGQrls, qGK rlsq are not in bijection. Choose a set
tχ1, χ2, . . . u Ď qGQrls of independent generators of qGQrls (chosen, for example, to correspond
to pairwise disjoint cyclic degree l extensions of Q whose composite is the composite of all
cyclic degree l extensions of Q). Define the map ψ : qGQrls Ñ qGK rls by setting
ψpχiq “ ιQ,Kpχiq ¨ χN
and extending this multiplicatively: every χ P qGQrls can be written as a finite product
kś
i“1
χai ,
with a1, . . . , ak positive integers, and so ψpχq “ ιQ,Kpχq ¨ χ
k
N . We proceed by showing that
ψ P HomL-seriesp qGQrls, qGK rlsq. Note that Lppχ, sq “ 1´ χppqT .
If p is a rational prime at which χ is unramified, we have
ψpχqpφppqq “ pιQ,Kpχq ¨ χN qpφppqq
“ ιQ,Kpχqpφppqq ¨ χN pφppqq
“ ιQ,Kpχqpφppqq
“ χppqfφppq .
It follows that ψ P Homδ
P
p qGQrls, qGK rlsq. Moreover the polynomial Lppψpχq, T q has 1 ´
χppqfφppqT fφppq as a factor, which is divisible by Lppχ, T q “ 1 ´ χppqT . If χ is ramified at p
then Lppχ, T q “ 1 and hence certainly divides Lppψpχq, T q. We conclude that Lpχ, sq divides
Lpψpχq, sq and therefore ψ P HomL-seriesp qGQrls, qGK rlsq.
However, HompQ,Kq “ tidQu and thus does not contain ψ. We conclude that HompQ,Kq
and HomL-seriesp qGQrls, qGK rlsq are not in bijection.
7. CHARACTERISING A NUMBER FIELD WITH A SINGLE L-SERIES
We use the following setup and notation: let l ě 3 be a prime number, ζ “ expp2pii{lq, K a
number field of degree n, N a finite extension of K that is Galois over Q, and let rχ P qGK rls be
the character specified in [2, Theorem 10.1], i.e. there is a rational prime p that splits completely
into p1, . . . , pn in K{Q such that rχpp1q “ ζ and rχppiq “ 1 for all 2 ď i ď n.
WriteG :“ GalpN{Qq,H :“ GalpN{Kq, andC “ xζy “ GalpKrχ{Kq. Let g1, g2, . . . , gn P
G be representatives of the cosets in G{H , where g1 “ e. LetM denote the Galois closure of
Krχ{Q. [2, Theorem 9.1] shows that GalpM{Qq » Cn ¸ G, where G acts on Cn by per-
muting the copies of C in the same way G permutes the cosets G{H . Moreover, we have
GalpM{Kq » Cn ¸ H . The character rχ factors through GalpM{Kq and maps an element
pa1, . . . , an, hq P C
n ¸H to a1.
In view of [2, Theorem 10.1] it is sufficient to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 7.1. LetK 1 be a number field of degree n1 and χ1 P qGK 1 a character such that Lpχ1, sq
divides Lprχ, sq. Then n “ n1.
Proof of Theorem B. If n “ n1, then for all but finitely many p (namely those unramified in
KK 1), the local factors Lpprχ, T q and Lppχ1, T q have the same degree n, hence they are equal.
But this implies that the L-series themselves are equal [9, Lemma 2]. Now [2, Theorem 10.1]
guarantees that K » K 1. 
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The rest of the section is devoted to proving Theorem 7.1. Note that n ě n1 as the degrees of
Lpprχ, T q and Lppχ1, T q are n and n1 respectively.
Denote ρ “ Ind
GQ
GK
prχq and ρ1 “ IndGQGK1 pχ1q, so that Lprχ, sq “ Lpρ, sq and Lpχ1, sq “
Lpρ1, sq by Artin induction [6, VII.10.4.(iv)]. As a result Lppρ
1, T q divides Lppρ, T q for all prime
numbers p. As ρ1 and ρ are representations of GQ, Lppρ
1, sq and Lppρ, sq are the characteristic
polynomials of ρ1pFrobpq and ρpFrobpq respectively.
By construction ρ factors through GalpM{Qq » Cn ¸ G. We show that this is the case for
ρ1 as well.
Lemma 7.2. The induced representation ρ1 factors through GalpM{Qq.
Proof. LetM 1 be a finite Galois extension of Q such that ρ1 factors through GalpM 1{Qq. Con-
sider the Galois group GalpMM 1{Qq and note that both ρ and ρ1 factor through this Galois
group. Let τ P GalpMM 1{Mq. By the Cˇebotarev density theorem there is a prime p (unrami-
fied inMM 1{Qq such that Frobp “ τ . As ρ factors through GalpM{Qq, Lppρ, T q “ p1´ T q
n.
As a result we have Lppρ
1, T q “ p1´T qn
1
and it follows that ρ1pτq is the identity matrix. Hence
ρ1 factors through GalpM{Qq. 
Lemma 7.3. For any t P Cn ¸ G the eigenvalues of ρ1ptq are a subset (with multiplicity) of
those of ρptq.
Proof. Let t P Cn ¸ G and let p be a rational prime such that Frobp “ t. Then Lppρ, T q “
detpIn ´ Tρptqq and Lppρ, T q “ detpIn1 ´ Tρ
1ptqq, whose zeroes are the inverses of the eigen-
values of ρptq and ρ1ptq respectively. As Lppρ
1, T q divides Lppρ, T q, the result follows. 
Let αi “ p1, . . . , 1, ζ, 1, . . . , 1, eq P C
n ¸G, with ζ as the ith coordinate.
Lemma 7.4. The matrix ρpαiq is a diagonal matrix with value ζ at the i
th row and value 1
otherwise.
Proof. Note that in Cn ¸G,
αip1, . . . , 1, gjq “ p1, . . . , 1, gjqαk,
where k is such that g´1j gi P gkH . By definition of the induced representation, ρpαiq is a
diagonal matrix with value rχpαkq on the jth row. This value is ζ exactly when k “ 1 and 1
otherwise. As g´1j gi P H if and only if j “ i, the result follows. 
Lemma 7.5. The matrix ρ1pαiq is diagonal for any 1 ď i ď n.
Proof. The eigenvalues of ρpαiq are ζ and n ´ 1 times 1, hence there are two possibilities for
the eigenvalues of ρ1pαiq:
‚ ρ1pαiq has n
1 eigenvalues 1: then ρ1pαiq is the identity matrix (which is certainly diago-
nal);
‚ ρ1pαiq has n
1 ´ 1 eigenvalues 1 and one eigenvalue ζ: the trace of ρ1pαiq then equals
n1 ´ 1 ` ζ , which also equals the sum of the diagonal entries. By [2, Lemma 6.6] we
find that the diagonal entries must all equal 1 except a single one which equals ζ . In
particular ρ1pαiq is diagonal. 
Lemma 7.6. For all 1 ď i ď n the matrix ρ1pαiq has n
1´ 1 diagonal entries equal to 1 and one
entry equal to ζ .
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Proof. From the proof of Lemma 7.5 we have that ρ1pαiq has at least n
1 ´ 1 eigenvalues 1, and
that the last eigenvalue is either ζ or 1. Suppose that for all 1 ď i ď n, the matrix ρ1pαiq has n
1
eigenvalues 1, i.e. ρ1pαiq is the identity matrix. Let t “
ś
1ďiďn
αi. Then
ρ1ptq “
ź
1ďiďn
ρ1pαiq “ In1 .
However,
ρptq “
ź
1ďiďn
ρpαiq “ ζIn.
This contradicts the fact that the all eigenvalues of ρ1ptq are eigenvalues of ρptq.
Hence there is an 1 ď i ď n such that ρ1pαiq has n
1 ´ 1 diagonal entries equal to 1 and one
entry equal to ζ . However, as
p1, . . . , 1, giqα1p1, . . . , 1, g
´1
i q “ p1, . . . , 1, giqpζ, 1, . . . , 1, eqp1, . . . , 1, g
´1
i q “ αi
we see that all αj are conjugate, hence ρ
1pαjq has trace n ´ 1 ` ζ for every 1 ď j ď n. It is
therefore of the desired form. 
Lemma 7.7. For any 1 ď i ă j ď n the location of the ζ in ρ1pαiq and ρ
1pαjq is different.
Proof. Suppose it is the same for some i, j. Then ρ1pαiαjq has an eigenvalue ζ
2, which does not
occur as an eigenvalue of ρpαiαjq (which has two eigenvalues ζ and n´ 2 eigenvalues 1). 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. The matrices ρ1pα1q, . . . , ρ
1pαnq all have exactly one ζ on the diagonal
(Lemma 7.6) and the locations of these ζs are pairwise different (Lemma 7.7), and therefore
n1 ě n, hence n1 “ n. 
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